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Hands & Feet
OPI

SPECIALIST NAILS SYSTEMS

Choose from a wealth of different tones and colours to

CALGEL

make sure your nails look amazing and match your
mood.

applied to the natural nail, Calgel is everlasting and with correct removal there is no

HANDS
File and Polish (30 mins)

damage to the natural nail.

£ 18.00

Nail shaping, application of Hand Cream & OPI Nail colour

Mini Manicure (30 mins)

£ 22.00

File & Polish with cuticle tidy & removal.

Luxury Manicure (50 mins)

A revolutionary product that will not crack, chip or peel. Adding strength when

£ 28.50

A relaxing treatment to treat and care for your hands and nails.

Anti-Ageing Hand Treatment (60 mins) £ 35.00
A full manicure with treatment mask and heated mitts. A prescription for

Natural Nail Overlay
Toes
Pedigel
Infill
Nail repair (per nail)
Removal (prior to new set)
Removal & Minicure

£ 30.00
£ 28.00
£ 50.00
£ 22.00
£ 3.50
£ 5.00
£ 20.00

PRO POLISH

beautiful hands, a facial quality skin rejuvenating treatment for hands and

Looks like a polish - acts like a super polish! A unique system that is professionally

nails.

Tiny Fingers (Under 10's)

£ 7.00

FEET
File and Polish (30 mins)

£ 18.00

Nail shaping, application of Foot Cream & OPI Nail colour

Luxury Pedicure (50 mins)

£ 32.50

Relaxing treatment to treat and care for your feet. Results are instantly
visible

Luxury Foot Treatment (60 mins)

applied like a polish, cures like a gel, lasting upto 14 days all whilst leaving no nail
damage. (Really!)

Natural Nail Overlay
Infill
Removal & Minicure

£ 25.00
£ 20.00
£ 20.00

NSI
NSI has the worlds leading nail enhancements with the Attraction Acrylic system,

£ 37.00

The ultimate pedicure service includes foot mask with heated booties,
cleanse renews and restores the spirit and mind as well as the
feet.

Tiny Toes (Under 10's)

£ 7.00

REFLEXOLOGY (50 mins)

£48.00

This is a form of massage therapy in which pressure is systematically

delivering exceptional adhesion, strength & flexibility on the natural nail.

Full Set Nail Extensions
Nail Extension Infill and Rebalance
Nail Extension repair (per nail)
Removal & Minicure

£ 30.00
£ 25.00
£ 3.50
£ 22.00

Correct removal of nail extensions prevents damage to the natural nail.

applied to parts of the feet in order to promote relaxation and healing
elsewhere in the body.
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